Rocky Mountain High

revisited

I’ve been fortunate enough to ride in
some iconic places over the years. None
more so than the mountains of Colorado
and the rocky trails of Moab, Utah. The
first time I rode there was many years
ago with friends after racing at the World
Champs in Mount Saint Anne, Canada.
We flew in to Denver, hired a couple of
vans and tripped around for a few weeks
doing as much riding as we could fit
in. It was a spectacular trip, but as with
all travel it wasn’t without aspects of
difficulty - choosing which trails to do
was a decision-by-committee, the same
with accommodation. We had to take
responsibilities for driving ourselves from
place to place and navigating both the
roads and the trails.
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In more recent times I was able to catch
up with the second week of a two week
Singletrack Colorado tour, also hitting up
some of the same trails I’d done many
years ago like Slickrock in Moab, and
Hermosa Creek in Colorado.
Both trips were amazing, and created lifelong memories. They had some aspects of
similarity yet were very different in others:

The Same:

moab’s slickrock provides plentiful line choices

Doing a tour independently is awesome,
doing a guided tour is even more
awesome (or awesomer as a famous
burger franchise would say). The
awesomerness of the guided tour
is primarily down to being able to
focus 100% on riding and enjoying
visiting new places, and not having any
unwelcome surprises.
The trails we did which I’d ridden before
seemed the same, although able to be
done faster and with more control (that
equals enjoyment) on the quality of
bikes we have today.
Altitude. For we Kiwis it still absolutely
slays every rider, although many people
experience it differently. I tended to
notice it most when we stopped - I
would look at the trail ahead, on a
moderate incline and know I ‘should’
be able to middle-ring it. I would then
proceed to trundle up in my easiest
gear on the verge of running out of
breath completely. Woe betide you if
you pushed past your limits, once you’re
gasping in the thin air at altitude it is
extremely hard to get your breath back
without stopping completely. Of course
fitness plays a part and it is all relative,
some in our group were able to ride off
the front, apparently with ease.

porcupine rim - sections this rugged aren’t unusual

BUT NOT:
Modern bikes rock. Comparing them to what we rode years ago
they are light, pedal well, offer effective suspension performance,
and tubeless tyres are a game-changer to negate the pinch-flat
likelihood on rocky trails and thorn punctures in the desert.
Carl, the tour company owner, spends hours, even days working
out routes which the guests will enjoy. You also have to consider
the hundreds of hours he and his guides have spent over the years
logging miles while guiding and exploring trails in the region. The
benefit of this is that it takes the thinking out of the equation for
guests, there is a plan, and that plan is to experience the best trails
on offer.
Although it can initially be refreshing to be freewheeling and
doing a mountain bike tour with no strict plan, that can wear thin

pretty quickly after a few times driving around towns looking for
accommodation, and more time planning what trails to do next
rather than actually riding them.
We were the first vehicle at Slickrock the day we rode there, in the
carpark by 7am. The guides would entertain no argument about
having a cruisy start to the day, they knew the heat would be
oppressive and planned to beat it so we could enjoy the riding as
much as possible. By the time we were leaving at 11am we were
extremely grateful for their insistence on an early start as the desert
heat cranked up.
The monster-sized van with enclosed trailer was perfect, with Kiwi
ingenuity brought to play on the very effective bike mount system
in the trailer. Hopping into the van after a long, hot technical ride
with shaky legs, feeling parched and exhausted was a welcome

relief. Sure beats stripping bikes down to pack them in the back of hire vehicles,
then having to drive yourself to the next spot.
With guides as dedicated leader and tail end charlie there are multiple elements
of safety. The role of the leader is evident - they know where to go, and warn the
group of any tricky sections as we arrive at them. The tail-end charlie is equally
useful, providing advice and motivation for less fit or less experienced riders. The
tailender is also a catchall for anyone with mechanicals or needing additional
food or water. One of the guides is legendary for lugging 6litres of water around
the baking heat of Slickrock for guests who underestimate their needs. RT contact
means the riders at the front know (via the tour leader) when to wait, when to go.
Accommodation is arranged in a variety of areas, and a variety of styles. You get
to see parts of America you probably wouldn’t normally. When doing it yourself,
unless you get lucky, the best to hope for is nondescript motel style. If unlucky, your
accommodation will be memorable for all the wrong reasons! In the week I spent
on the tour we stayed in extremes, from the kitsch historic hotel in tiny mining
town Silverton, luxurious self-contained townhouse in Moab, to a tardis-like house
in the main street of Breckenridge with seven bedrooms over three levels.
You don’t really know who your riding mates are going to be - and this is one
occasion when that is a good thing. If they’re on this trip - you can guarantee
they’re dedicated, passionate mountain bikers so you’re going to have a lot in
common.
Without giving you a full play-by-play of each and every ride, I’ll cover the highlights
of each that I was able to do. Of course these are the what I personally enjoyed the
most, others will rate other trails higher for different reasons.
One trail the group did in the first week before I caught up with them was Monarch
Crest. They all just wouldn’t shut up about it, I obviously missed a truly legendary ride.
It’s all good though, I’ve now got a legitimate reason to get back and ride that part of
the World again!
From the base in Crested Butte where I joined the tour we rode Reno Flag/Deadmans
Gulch/Deer Creek. It’s everything you expect Colorado riding to be - sweeping
mountain vistas, smooth flowing singletrack through vast meadows, and high speed
descents varying from moderately technical to downright challenging.

springtime wildflowers add to the beauty of the trails

Moab’s Slickrock was as I remembered it, to begin to describe riding on the petrified
sand dunes it is most apt to imagine riding super-steep climbs and descents, but
the rock surface has sandpaper glued to it. The grip is awesome, and means you can
get up impossibly steep climbs if you have the strength and energy to do so. The

truck driver tan - a side effect of spring in the usa

off the beaten path america

Porcupine Rim, also in Moab, is legendary for good reason. Epic
views, variety of terrain, and fantastic rugged rock trails which can
be ridden at a moderate pace, but if you choose to go fast become
phenomenally challenging. This is a common feature of many of the
trails we rode - at a moderate pace they can be comfortably ridden
by intermediate level riders. As the rider’s speed increases so to does
the difficulty. To the extent that at one stage I was following the most
technically able rider on the tour, Mike, with my helmet camera on.
When checking the camera footage that night it was apparent that
we’d come within a metre of another rider stopped on the side of a
technical section, but at the time were having so much fun blazing
down the trail (and concentrating on what we were doing) that I didn’t
even notice him.

Because we started high above the trail we were able to ride the
Kokopelli trail, which offers a completely different experience to the
main Porcupine Rim trail - the joys of having guides to shuttle vehicles.
I could reel off many more highlights, but wouldn’t want to spoil too
much for you when you go. And given the chance, you should go! This
is a true bucket list experience that any passionate mountain biker will
treasure for the rest of their life.
NZMTBR Editor Carl Patton operates the Colorado bike tours.
His all-powerful position controlling the editorial budget at NZMTBR HQ in no way
influenced writer/photographer Nick Lambert’s enthusiasm for the experience.

For more information on the SingleTrack Colorado tour:
www.singletrackcolorado.co.nz

we had spectacular lightshows in moab

landscape is surreal, like an epic moonscape.

